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FENZI G10 Storage Tank
with Grille 325LT 

        

   

Product price:  

576,78 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

FENZI G10 STORAGE TANK WITH GRILLE 325LT 

The FENZI G10 Storage Tank with Grille represents the ideal solution for the containment and
safe storage of contaminating liquids. Made of carbon steel with adequate thickness, it is
available in
both externally painted and zinc-coated versions to ensure durability and resistance over time.
The galvanized grating ensures a safe and non-slip surface.

With dimensions designed to optimize the price/practicality ratio, the FENZI Storage Tank with
Grille
features a low height (350 mm) to facilitate access to stored contents, while still maintaining
a containment capacity of 325 liters.

Usage

The FENZI G10 Storage Tank is extremely versatile and suitable for multiple uses. In addition to
being commonly used for storing new oil drums, it is also applied in cleaning operations of
components
contaminated by pollutant liquids. This versatility makes it essential in industrial environments
where
safe fluid management is crucial.

Accessories and Specifications of the FENZI G10 Tank:

Various accessories are available upon request to optimize the use of the basin, including drum
supports
and ramps to facilitate access with manual trolleys. Standard dimensions include a width of 850
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mm and
a depth of 1000 mm, optimized to fit into various work environments without compromising
usability.

The FENZI G10 is essential for the industrial sector, ideal for storing new oil as well as for the
safe cleaning
of contaminated components, ensuring a work environment compliant with current regulations.

The FENZI G10 Storage Tank with Grille therefore represents the ideal choice for those seeking
a
robust, safe product suitable for multiple industrial and commercial applications. Thanks to its
high-quality construction and compliance with current regulations, it guarantees reliable and
durable performance over time.

If you are looking for a product like FENZI G10 with different characteristics, check out HERE.

Images and data purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Tank capacity (L): 325
Length (mm): 820
Width (mm): 600
Height (mm): 350
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